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Abstract – Due to the rapid development of smart devices with 

reduced costs and advanced sensing capabilities, the adoption of 

the internet of things has recently gained a lot of traction. 

However, such IoT devices are more vulnerable to being 

attacked or compromised. Moreover, traditional security 

mechanisms based on signatures and rules are no longer capable 

of detecting sophisticated intrusions. In the IoT context, the 

deployment of intelligent techniques in the control plane of the 

system architecture plays a vital role in identifying various 

attacks, including unknown ones. In this study, a software 

defined network (SDN)-based IoT anomaly intrusion detection 

system is proposed to detect abnormal behaviors and attacks. 

Five different machine learning techniques are investigated, 

including support vector machines, k-nearest neighbor, logistic 

regression, random forest, and decision trees. A scalable and 

robust intrusion detection system is designed based on machine 

learning models and placed at the SDN controller to observe and 

classify the behavior of IoT devices. A benchmark dataset, ToN-

IoT, has been selected to test and evaluate the ML models by 

conducting several experiments. The obtained results have 

demonstrated that ML-based IDS can provide a reliable security 

system. Particularly, the random forest technique outperformed 

the other studied ML algorithms. 

Index Terms – Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), Attack 

Classification, Anomaly Detection, Machine Learning (ML), 

Internet of Things (IoT), Software-Defined Networks (SDN). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Problem Overview and Motivation 

The internet of things (IoT), with its rapid expansion across a 

multitude of sectors such as smart sensors, healthcare, home 

appliances, and wearable gadgets, has significantly impacted a 

wide range of our daily life aspects. Despite the fact that IoT 

technologies are essential for improving real-world smart 

systems, their huge scale and heterogeneous nature has 

presented new security challenges [1]. Also, due to the 

dynamic nature of IoT devices, the overall environment is 

subject to cyber-attacks like brute force, denial of service 

(DoS), distributed DoS attacks, and so on [2]. Compared to 

software-defined networks, traditional networks are in fact 

more complicated, error-prone, and time-consuming. Such 

traditional networks are composed of switches, routers, 

middleboxes, servers, and hosts that must be setup and 

maintained by network operators using manual entry of low-

level device-specific terminology. In fact, this becomes a 

major cause of network downtime. To address these concerns, 

SDN emerges as a new paradigm in network management to 

fulfill the demand for programmatically managing networks 

[3]. Essentially, SDNs are highly useful in dealing with 

security concerns associated with IoT devices. These 

networks can effectively handle security threats in a flexible 

and dynamic fashion without imposing any extra load on IoT 

devices [3]. At this point, it is worth mentioning that the 

design and implementation of an SDN-enabled IDS to detect 

abnormal behaviors and cyber-attacks in IoT networks as 

early as possible, is indeed not straightforward. 

1.2. Background 

For over two decades, intrusion detection systems have been 

considered crucial to secure networks and information 

systems. However, traditional IDS techniques are hard to 

implement on IoT systems due to their unique characteristics, 

such as limited resource devices, protocol stacks, and 

standards [4]. In addition, traditional intrusion detection 

methods such as signature-based intrusion detection are 

ineffective against security threats due to the ambiguity, 

expansion, and complexity of IoT devices [4]. In light of the 

same, several studies have demonstrated that integrating 

machine learning technologies with IDS is an effective 

method for overcoming the limits of standard IDS when 
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utilized for IoT [5].  

Machine learning (ML) approaches may allow the detection 

system to enhance its automatic ability by learning from 

experience. Such approaches have been largely employed in 

traditional networks to classify malicious traffic and network 

attacks [6]. They are also commonly utilized for classification 

and prediction challenges and have shown substantial promise 

in network traffic classification [7]. In contrast to more 

localized policy implementation in conventional networks, the 

key benefit of applying ML approaches in SDN is related to 

their capability in influencing the network-wide security 

standards [6-7]. ML algorithms are usually classified as 

supervised, unsupervised, or semi-supervised. According to 

[8], the supervised machine learning approaches outperform 

unsupervised and reinforced learning in IDS. Besides, it is 

found that the data types and learning methods have an impact 

on machine learning technique performance. In light of 

existing studies that employ various ML algorithms and 

provide comparison results for different supervised algorithms 

in terms of performance and accuracy, this paper aims to 

investigate the capability of ML techniques in providing 

reliable security protection for IoT ecosystems. Specifically, 

five ML techniques are investigated in this paper, namely, 

KNN, SVM, RF, LR, and DT. 

Despite the demand for reliable network traffic data for 

building efficient models, the majority of available IDS 

studies have relied on datasets created for legacy networks 

without IoT activity [9]. For this reason, ToN-IoT dataset is 

used in this study for testing and evaluating the system as it 

represents the heterogeneous nature of current IoT networks 

and, therefore, is suitable for IoT as compared to other 

datasets like NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 [10].  

1.3. Contributions 

Based on the above discussion, an anomaly IDS is proposed 

in this paper to defend IoT environments based on ML 

techniques and ToN-IoT dataset. The developed system is 

integrated into SDN architecture to provide robustness, 

flexibility, and scalability. The proposed system detects the 

attacks and abnormal behaviors in the network as early as 

possible using supervised ML approaches. Besides, the best 

practices available have been utilized to develop and assess 

IDSs in an SDN-based IoT environment. The key 

contributions of the paper can be highlighted as follows. (1) 

To design and implement an SDN-enabled IDS to detect 

cyber threats in IoT. (2) To apply intelligent and reliable 

detection mechanism using various learning techniques. (3) 

To analyze and evaluate the applied detection algorithms to 

provide a cost-effective solution to the IoT architectures. (4) 

To utilize the facilities of control plane of IoT architecture to 

provide an effective security mechanism. The general 

framework of the SDN-enabled and ML-driven for intrusion 

detection in IoT system is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 IoT Network Model 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 

reviews related studies exist in literature. In Section 3, the 

benchmark dataset is presented to illustrate the feature 

selection. The methodology and evaluation are introduced in 

Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The main results are discussed 

in Sections 6, and the paper is then concluded in Section 7. 

2. RELATED WORK 

It is known that traditional security mechanisms based on 

signatures and rules are no longer capable of detecting 

sophisticated intrusions. Therefore, several architectures and 

approaches have been developed in literature to detect 

abnormal behaviors and attacks in IoT environments based on 

ML and deep learning techniques using different datasets. In 

[11], an SDN-based framework called soft-things is 

developed to identify anomalies in IoT networks. The 

proposed IDS is evaluated via self-generated data and 

linear/nonlinear SVM approaches. Particularly, the results of 

nonlinear SVM outperformed the linear one in terms of 

precession and recall. To detect the attacks as early as 

possible, a real-time automated IDS is developed in [12] for 

SDN-enabled IoT networks based on automatic flow feature 

extraction and classification. The proposed scheme proved to 

be an efficient solution for mitigating the attacks in real-time 

with high accuracy in SDN-based IoT environment. It is 
worth mentioning that both [11] and [12] were conducted 
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based on a specific dataset generated by the researchers, that 

is used then for evaluation of the intrusion detection systems.  

In fact, there exist various standard datasets that are largely 

employed in literature like UNSW-NB15, NIMS and NSL-

KDD. In [13] and [14], the UNSW-NB15 dataset was 

employed to evaluate the IDSs based on different techniques 

and ML approaches. In [13], an AdaBoost ensemble 

technique was used to develop an effective NIDS to detect the 

attacks in IoT environments. Such a technique is a well-

known ML technique that integrates numerous base models to 

enhance the accuracy and reduce the false-positive rates as 

compared to a single model approach. Specifically, three 

approaches including KNN, DT, and Naïve Bayes (NB) 

techniques were employed in [13] to enhance the overall 

performance in terms of time processing and detection rate. 

Further, it was proved that the developed ensemble technique 

outperformed existing ensemble techniques as well as existing 

SVM and NB mechanisms. In fact, such superior performance 

is attributed to the proposed features characteristics of legal 

and suspicious incidents, in addition to the structure of 

developed ensemble approach-based NIDS, which has less 

overhead than other methods. Unlike [13], a classification 

model for IoT systems based on attack signatures was 

developed in [14] using machine learning approaches. Two 

scenarios i.e., without noise injection and with 10% noise 

filtering, were investigated, for which it was found that the 

KNN and Random Forest (RF) techniques performed well, 

with an accuracy of 100% and 99% for the first and second 

scenarios, respectively. On the other hand, the NB classifier 

achieved the worst results with an accuracy of 95.35% and 

82.77% for both scenarios, Moreover, other evaluation 

matrices, such as recall and precision, also revealed that RF 

and KNN classifiers are more effective than Naïve Bayes. 

Similar to [13], an ensemble learning model was proposed in 

[15] for IoT anomaly detection using SDN. However, the 

most significant features were extracted utilizing a deep-auto 

encoder with a deployed learning model in the SDN 

controller. The suggested model was validated under a 

benchmark dataset and a real-time testbed. Consequently, it 

was observed that the proposed solution achieved more 

reliable and better performance than the existing models. To 

protect against DDoS attacks, various studies in the literature 

developed efficient solutions to detect and classify such 

attacks based on different approaches and ML techniques [16-

17]. In [16], an ML-based detection and classification model 

was suggested to detect DDoS attacks based on KNN, 

Gaussian Naïve Bayes (GNB), and classification and 

regression tree (CART) techniques. Based on the conducted 

experiments, it was found that CART outperformed others 

algorithms in terms of robustness, training time, prediction 

speed, and accuracy. Another ML-based mechanism was 

proposed in [17] to detect low-rate distributed DoS attacks on 

switch nodes and SDN control under IoT networks. Various 

machine learning (ML) methods, including KNN, SVM, RF, 

and NB, were evaluated using a real-time dataset provided by 

the experimental environment. It is worth mentioning that RF, 

SVM, and KNN obtained equivalent performance and 

outcomes. However, NB was shown to be more appropriate 

for dealing with nominal than numeric data. In [18], an SDN-

based detection system is proposed to also detect DDoS 

attacks. Four ML techniques were implemented for training 

and validating the model, namely artificial neural network 

(ANN), SVM, NB, and KNN classification models. Relative 

to other implemented algorithms, KNN outperformed and 

obtained the highest accuracy rate of 98.3%. 

In IDS literature, several architectures and techniques were 

developed to build a reliable the detection systems based on 

deep and machine learning approaches [19-20]. A hierarchical 

ML architecture was proposed in [19] with two classifier 

stages in the SDN-controller and the processing device. 

Various ML algorithms were evaluated including KNN, NB, 

SVM, LDA and CART. Similar to [16], the CART technique 

also proved to be the best solution among the other 

implemented techniques. In [20], IDS in the context of IoT 

environment was investigated using deep learning and ML 

techniques to identify the privacy and security aspects of IoT 

networks. Specifically, LSTM and KNN algorithms were 

implemented, and bot-IoT dataset was utilized to analyze the 

developed algorithms in the detection module. Essentially, 

LSTM proved to be an effective solution for attack 

identification in IoT networks. For the same purpose, a 

centralized signature-based IDS was developed in [21]. 

However, RF classifier was employed to train and validate the 

model using CICIDS2017 dataset and achieved promising 

results and high performance. Botnet traffic in an IoT 

environment was analyzed in [22] using three different ML 

algorithms i.e., SVM, LR and RF. All implemented classifiers 

achieved an accuracy above 99% which is indeed promising 

for such kind of application. An ML-SDN model was 

proposed in [23] for flow-based anomaly detection to 

accelerate the detection process and achieve the highest 

accuracy in SDN, wherein NSL-KDD dataset was utilized to 

verify the proposed model. Also, a similar dataset was 

employed in [24] and [25]. In [24], a combined approach was 

developed to prevent the saturation of the control plane and 

enhance the accuracy and scalability of the anomaly detection 

system. By using an ensemble learning method, a high 

detection accuracy was achieved under the suggested model. 

Relative to previous studies, two different methods were 

investigated in [25] based on ML and deep neural network 

(DNN). NSL-KDD dataset was employed and obtained an 

accuracy rate of 82% in the first method which was based on 

RF classifier. However, the second approach which was 

integrated with a DNN-based IDS achieved an accuracy of 

88%.   
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The majority of the aforementioned studies were conducted 

using ML systems trained on outdated and unreliable data 

sets. To handle this issue, a more recent publicly released 

dataset was generated in [26]. Such a dataset, known as 

‘ToN-IoT’, reflects the heterogeneous nature of IoT. 

Although ToN-IoT is more appropriate for IoT environments, 

it is found that there is still a lack of implementation of this 

dataset in the literature. 

Table 1 Summarization of Relevant Studies in Literature 

Ref. Algorithms Dataset Domain 

[11] 

Linear and 

non-linear 

SVM 

Generate by 

researchers 

Dynamic anomaly 

early detection of 

IoT traffic. 

[12] 

AdaBoost 

with DT, 

NB, and 

ANN 

UNSW-

NB15 and 

NIMS 

IDS for botnet 

assaults against 

MQTT, HTTP, 

DNS in IoT 

systems. 

[13] RF 

SDN-specific 

generated by 

researchers 

Feature extraction 

and classification at 

SDN application 

layer. 

[14] 

RF, KNN 

and Naïve 

Bayes 

UNSW-

NB15 

Attacks and 

anomaly in IoT 

Networks 

[15] 

LDA, KNN, 

CART, NB 

SVC 

CICIDS2017 SDN security 

[16] 
GNB, kNN 

and CART 

SDN-specific 

generated by 

researchers 

ML-based detection 

and classification 

model for DDoS 

attacks. 

[17] 
Ensemble 

classifiers 

Real-time 

testpad and 

N-BaIoT 

Anomalies 

detection in SDN-

enabled framework. 

[18] 

KNN, NB, 

RF and 

SVM 

Real-time 

generated by 

experiments. 

DDoS attack on 

switch nodes and 

SDN control  

[19] 
LSTM, 

KNN 
Abot-IoT 

IDS in IoT 

networks 

[20] RF CICIDS2017 
Signature-based 

IDS 

[21] 

SVM, NB, 

ANN and 

KNN 

Real-time 

generated by 

experiments. 

SDN-based 

detection systems 

for DDoS attacks 

[22] 
LR, SVM 

and RF 

Botnet 

Traffic 

Botnet traffic in IoT 

environment 

[23] RF NSL-KDD 
ML-based SDN 

networks 

[24] 
SVM, NB 

and RD 

NSL-KDD 

and generate 

data 

Scalability 

enhancement of 

detection system 

[25] RF NSL-KDD 
OpenFlow 

Controller 

[26] 
RF,GBM  

and  NB 
ToN_IoT 

AI-based security 

solutions 

Table 1 summarizes relevant studies exist in literature with 

emphasis on the utilized algorithms, employed datasets and 

the domain of these studies. 

3. DATASET 

In this study, 'ToN-IoT' [26] data collection was employed as 

it contains diverse data sources collected from IoT telemetry 

sensors, network traffic datasets, and datasets for Windows 7 

and 10, Ubuntu 14. As compared to other existing datasets 

like NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15, the ToN-IoT dataset is 

more suitable for IoT systems as it represents the 

heterogeneous nature of current IoT networks [27]. Moreover, 

ToN-IoT is presented in a CSV-format with a labeled column 

identifying the behavior and type of the attack which includes 

DoS, distributed DoS, back door, ransomware, data injection, 

cross-site scripting (XSS), man-in-the-middle (MITM), 

scanning and password attacks. These attacks were performed 

against a range of IoT devices, and sensors, and gathered 

across IoT networks. More information about the dataset may 

be found in [28]. The identified attacks in ‘ToN-IoT’ can be 

categorized into one of the following categories: 

1) Scanning Attack 

This attack aims to capture information about testbed network 

victim systems, including open ports and active IP addresses. 

Such attack represents the initial step in the penetration 

testing or cyber killing chain model which is commonly 

known as reconnaissance or probing. 

2) DoS Attack 

Any attempted sabotage of IoT network services and 

resources is known as DoS attack. The end of such an attack 

is to render IoT services unavailable. 

3) DDoS Attack 

This type of attacks is generally conducted by a group of 

infected machines, commonly known as bots. Such attack 

works by flooding and depleting the victim IoT resources 

with a large number of connections. 

4) XSS Attack 

Using XSS technique, malicious code can be injected into 

trusted online applications, for example, Web Pages for IoT 

services. In XSS attacks, the attacker sends malicious codes, 

typically in a browser-side script form, to several end-users 

through an online application. 
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5) Password Cracking Attack 

This type of attacks refers to any hacking technique like 

dictionary and brute-force attacks, employed to guess 

potential password combinations until the exact password is 

identified. Such attack may be utilized to hack the passwords 

of IoT services, operating systems, and web applications 

installed on the testbed. 

6) MITM Attack 

This type of attacks might have occurred when the hackers 

establish themselves in the middle, between users and 

applications, in order to monitor or pretend to be one of them, 

giving a misleading illusion that a routine information flow is 

taking place. Information regarding IoT services, web 

applications and networks could be stolen under such hacking 

scenarios. 

7) Injection Attack  

Injection attacks include injecting or inserting fictitious input 

data from clients into targeted systems, for example, SQL 

injection for attacking ASP and PHP applications. 

8) Ransomware Attack 

This is a sophisticated sort of malware attack that encrypts 

systems or services and prevents normal users from accessing 

them unless they pay a ransom. As IoT apps and devices 

perform critical activities, they are considered potential 

targets for ransomware attacks. For example, when the access 

is blocked, it might have disastrous consequences, such as 

significant financial losses for stakeholders [29]. 

9) Backdoor Attack 

The attacker may get unauthorized remote access to the 

hacked IoT systems via backdoor malware. Such attack may 

be employed to gain control of the compromised IoT devices 

and perform botnet-based DDoS attacks. 

In fact, there exist 44 features associated with each data entity 

in ToN-IoT, in addition to the type label (normal or attack). 

The statistics and distributions of the ‘Normal’ and 

‘Abnormal’ records in the training-testing of ToN-IoT with 

multi-class categories are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Distribution of ‘Normal’ and ‘Abnormal’ Labels 

Label Category Percentage 

Normal 65% 

A
b

n
o

rm
al

 DoS 5% 

DDoS 5% 

XSS 4% 

MITM 0.0002% 

Scanning 5% 

Injection 4% 

Password 4% 

Ransomware 4% 

Backdoor 4% 

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, Ton-IoT dataset is employed to conduct several 

experiments. This dataset is publicly released as a network-

based intrusion detection system (NIDS) dataset that reflects 

current modern network behavior. The dataset is initially 

prepared for efficient machine and deep learning algorithms. 

Then, the classifiers' predictions are collected, and certain 

evaluation metrics are further determined statistically. The 

experiments are implemented and evaluated using Anaconda 

Navigator and Python, and the ML models are built using the 

SciKitLearn modules. The methodology is represented by the 

flowchart diagram in Figure 2. In the following, the 

methodology steps are explained in detail. 

 

Figure 2 Flowchart of the Experimental Methodology 
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4.1. Dataset Preprocessing 

To obtain a high accuracy rate and acceptable performance, 

cleaning and preparation of the employed dataset are an 

essential task before feeding the data into machine learning 

algorithms. In fact, there exist several challenges associated 

with the dataset, for example, the missing values, categorical 

characteristics, and class imbalance. The performance of the 
selected machine learning algorithm may be impacted by 

unnecessary features. Essentially, the selected algorithm is 

tested using several normalization and preprocessing 

techniques.  

1) Dealing with Missing Values 

The ToN-IoT is a huge dataset in which the missing values 

are widespread. Such values must be properly treated to 

develop further relevant analysis. In essence, the most-

frequent value in each feature with missing value is used to 

replace these missing values. 

2) Empty and Dash Values 

The empty and dash values are replaced with 0 in order to 

obtain a numerical-only dataset that is suitable for the 

following phases. 

3) Transforming Categorical Features to Numerical 

The categorical features are converted to numerical values. As 

there exist several categorical features in ToN-IoT dataset, 

one-hot encoding was employed to transform these features 

and accomplish the task.   

4.2. Features Selection  

NIDS datasets are composed of a number of network data 

features that mainly indicate the information characterized by 

the datasets. Such features are used to reflect a reasonable 

number of security incidents in order to achieve successful 

classification objectives [30]. The quality of any ML-based 

NIDS is heavily influenced by NIDS dataset features [31]. As 

a result, feature selection is vital task to identify intrusions 

using ML-based IDS systems. The process of feature 

selection entails assigning a score for every feature and 

choosing the best k-features. For intrusion detection systems, 

several features shall be investigated in detail for which some 

of them are relevant and others might be useless. Removing 

the unnecessary features improves the performance and the 

accuracy of the detection process as it eliminates overfitting 

and reduces computation time, and improves accuracy. In this 

work, correlation-based feature selection approach is 

employed using Pearson correlation [32]. This filtering 

method takes into account a set of features that are strongly 

associated with the target class but not with another. As a 

result, this filtering process is successful at removing 

redundant and irrelevant features since they have a poor 

association with the target class and are connected to at least 

one other feature [31].  In fact, the degree to which two 

variables are linearly connected is expressed by a Pearson 

correlation, which ranges from -1 to 1. Moreover, the 

correlation coefficients for multiple variables are generally 

presented in a table known as a correlation matrix. Such 

matrix is a useful tool for summarizing a large dataset and 

identifying and visualizing patterns, in which the variables are 

represented by rows and columns and the correlation 

coefficient is contained in each cell of the matrix. 

The binary correlation matrix is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Several positively or negatively correlated features are 

indicated based on the color of the cells. Two traits are 

considered negatively (or positively) correlated if the Pearson 

correlation coefficient among them is relatively large, close to 

-1 (or 1). If such coefficient is near 0, the features are not 

related. 

 

Figure 3 Binary Correlation Matrix 

4.3. Data Normalization 

In ‘ToN-IoT’ dataset, some features have relatively larger 

values than other features, while others might also have lesser 

values. Furthermore, out-of-range values might produce 

incorrect results since the classification algorithm could be 

biased in favor of features with higher values. In view of the 

same, data normalization is essential to avoid outweighing 

problem which would favor features with larger values over 

those with lesser ones. There exist different normalization 

techniques such as min-max and standard scalar approaches. 

In fact, min-max technique is employed in this study to scale 

the values of features between zero to one as given in Eq. (1). 

                               𝑍 =
𝑋−𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛
                                    (1) 

Where Z denotes the normalized value and X represents the 

value of the feature. Xmax and Xmin indicate the maximum 

and minimum feature quantities, respectively. 

4.4. Training Procedure 

The dataset, which is provided in CSV format, is initially 

divided into two main sets. The first one comprises 70% of 
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the entire dataset employed for training and validation 

purposes, while the second set represents the testing set used 

for assessing the effectiveness of the selected machine-

learning techniques. Various evaluation metrics are mainly 

employed to assess the performance and effectiveness of 

particular machine learning techniques as explained in the 

following section. 

4.5. Performance Evaluation 

To provide a comprehensive description of the obtained 

results of ML-based IDS, different evaluation methods are 

selected to assess the efficiency of the used ML techniques. 

Particularly, precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy 

metrics are employed to assess the performance of the 

detection rate using the confusion matrix, shown in Table 3, 

as explained in the following. 

Table 3 Confusion Matrix 

 

4.5.1. Accuracy 

The accuracy, defined in Eq. (2), is characterized by the ratio 

of the correct data of the model to the entire data as given 

below in Eq. (2). 

                              𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁
                     (2) 

4.5.2. Precision 

The precision, defined in Eq. (3), is characterized by the 

proportion of real cases amongst all positive cases identified 

by the model (TP). In other words, it represents the 

percentage of classified attack occurrences which are actually 

categorized as taatkca . 

                            𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
                                 (3) 

4.5.3. Recall or Sensitivity 

Sensitivity, commonly known as recall, is characterized by 

the ratio of aht number of attacks identified as an attack by the 

model to the total number of attack traffic instances as defined 

in Eq. (4). It represents the number of true cases revealed in 

relation to the total number of true instances. 

                     𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                                       (4) 

4.5.4. F1-Score 

This metric, defined in Eq. (5), delivers a harmonic average 

measurement of sensitivity and precision of an estimator [33]. 

              𝐹1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
2∗𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦∗𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦+𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
                        (5) 

5. DATASET EVALUATION 

In this section, the proposed model using the selected machine 

learning algorithms is evaluated. 

5.1. Random Forest (RF) 

Due to its capabilities in tackling both classification and 

regression problems, RF technique has become very popular 

and largely utilized in today's machine learning professions. It 

is a supervised machine learning approach that generates 

excellent results even when no parameters are adjusted. Based 

on a limited number of records and features, each tree is 

deemed to be a poor classifier. Further, the trees' predictions 

were used in order to produce a final classification of attack 

and normal data [34]. The precision, recall, F1-score, and the 

overall accuracy metrics, are presented in Table 4. Moreover, 

the macro-averaging and weighted-averaging are also 

provided. In fact, the weighted-averaging is commonly 

utilized to score each prediction equally, while the macro-

averaging is utilized to examine the performance of the 

classifier. 

Table 4 RF Performance Evaluation 

 

5.2. K-Nearest Neighbor 

Table 5 KNN Performance Evaluation 

 

KNN is a fundamental approach for classifying samples from 

a testing group to the nearest sample in the training group 

using certain criteria. It is a non-parametric method that does 
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not impose any restriction on the distribution of the data. In 

the training set, KNN locates a set of k- observations that are 

nearest to the testing observation. The group is then labeled 

according to the k neighbors' most common class. Essentially, 

the most crucial aspects of KNN approach are the distance 

and number of neighbors [35]. The precision, recall, F1-score 

metrics, in addition to the overall accuracy, are presented in 

Table 5. Moreover, the macro-averaging and weighted-

averaging are also provided. 

5.3. Decision Tree Classifier (DT) 

DT is a well-known building technique that salilita the 

leaves and branches to imitate the decision tree in which the 

classification rule is represented by the internal node, and the 

class label is represented by the leaves. Further, the branch 

represents the results. In the training phase, the best qualities 

for the branches and core node are picked by using the 

information gain. Then, the decision node is built on the basis 

of the highest score of information gain. Consequently, a new 

sub-tree is created under the decision node. This procedure 

will be terminated only if all items in the selected sub-groups 

have a similar value, wherein the final value will be calculated 

and used as the output value. The cycle might also be 

terminated in case of one node only in the subgroup and no 

further possibilities. Similar to [36], a linear decision tree 

classifier has also been used in the experiments of this study. 

The training-testing set of ‘ToN-IoT’ has been employed in 

this context. The precision, recall, F1-score metrics, in 

addition to the overall accuracy, are presented in Table 6. The 

macro-averaging and weighted-averaging are also provided. 

Table 6 DT Performance Evaluation 

 

5.4. Logistic Regression (LR) 

The LR technique is widely employed for classification tasks 

since it is capable of estimating the likelihood that a given 

observation belongs to a particular group. LR is a variant of 

the linear regression and may be used in different useful 

applications effectively like intrusion detection and spam 

filtering. Based on a defined threshold, a particular instance 

might be predicted as an ‘Attack’ if the estimated probability 

is larger than the threshold. Otherwise, it is considered a 

‘Normal’ instance. Inspired from [37], a logistic regression 

technique is employed in the experiments of this study. 

Again, the training-testing set of ‘ToN-IoT’ is used in this 

process. The precision, recall, F1-score metrics, in addition to 

the overall accuracy, are presented in Table 7. Moreover, the 

macro-averaging and weighted-averaging are also provided. 

Table 7 LR Performance Evaluation 

 

5.5. Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

SVM is a well-known classification approach capable of 

dealing with both linear and nonlinear datasets. It is based on 

a separating hyperplane principle, in which the primary 

objective of SVM is to search for the best hyperplane which 

widens the difference between the groups. Essentially, there 

exist several kernel functions that may be used to characterize 

the hyperplane, varying from a linear kernel to a nonlinear 

kernel like the radial basis function (RBF). Similar to [38], a 

linear SVM has been employed in this study. The precision, 

recall, F1-score metrics, in addition to the overall accuracy, 

are presented in Table 8. Moreover, the macro-averaging and 

weighted-averaging are also provided. 

Table 8 SVM Performance Evaluation 

 

6. DISCUSSION 

6.1. Machine Learning Algorithms 

Based on the employed methodology, five of the most reliable 

algorithms are used to train the system using ‘ToN-IoT’ 

dataset. The test has been conducted on 1000000 records 

included in the dataset with two labels, namely, ‘Normal’ and 
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‘Abnormal’ (which represents 9 types of attacks). The 

preprocessing step is first implemented to remove 

irrelevant/missing data, and then the feature engineering 

process has been utilized to extract the most important 

features. Several trials have been conducted under two 

scenarios wherein all features are included in the first 

scenario. However, in the second scenario, some of these 

features are excluded by applying the feature engineering 

procedure. The obtained results under the first and second 

scenarios are provided in Table 9 and Table 10, respectively. 

It is evident that the accuracy in the second scenario is 

significantly improved as compared to the first scenario when 

all features were included. Essentially, the integration of the 

feature selection process played an essential role in enhancing 

the performance of the ML algorithms and evaluation results. 

The most important features obtained after applying the 

feature engineering process resulting in the highest accuracy 

which are highlighted in Table 11. 

Table 9 Summarized Results under the First Scenario 

Technique RF KNN DT LR SVM 

Accuracy 80.7% 76.3% 80% 80.6% 80.6% 

Table 10 Summarized Results under the Second Scenario 

Technique RF KNN DT LR SVM 

Accuracy 99% 98% 98% 98% 98% 

Table 11 The Selected Features in the Second Scenario 

 

Based on the obtained results of the second scenario, it can be 

observed that RF algorithm outperformed KNN, DT, LR, and 

linear SVM algorithms. As summarized in Table 10, RF 

achieved 99% accuracy, while the other techniques achieved a 

comparable accuracy of 98%. Using the training-testing set, 

which is a part of the entire dataset, the five machine learning 

techniques achieved a great performance. These results were 

achieved by the generated features in the dataset, which 

significantly vary between ‘Attack’ and ‘Normal’ instances. 

The models performed quite well in terms of detection 

accuracy and false alarm rates. Essentially, the classification 

decision was supported by the integration of ports and IP-

addresses features with the employed training/testing 

subgroups. 

6.2. Integration of ML IDS in SDN 

The intelligent IDS based on ML techniques can improve the 

operation of the traditional IDS based on signatures and rules. 

Secured access to the SDN controller can be implemented by 

authentication techniques, which is out of the scope of this 

study. However, the proposed architecture aims to integrate 

the ML-based IDS into the control plane for several reasons 

summarized as follows: (1) It is a programmable device that 

provides flexibility and easy maintenance, (2) It is scalable as 

any IoT device can be added to extend the network, (3) The 

essential task for the control plane is to perform routing and 

performance management in a dynamic way, which makes it 

perfect for traffic analysis and intrusion detection. OpenFlow 

protocol is employed for communication between different 

layers to manage the network. It can be used to transfer the 

detected activities to the IDS deployed in the controller. This 

protocol provides some other traffic characteristics based on 

aggregated traffic which can be used as flow features to feed 

the IDS system. The communication of the proposed 

architecture in the context of IoT is illustrated in Figure 3.  

6.3. Comparison with Relevant Studie 

 

Figure 3 IDS-ML in IOT 
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Table 12 Comparison with Relevant Studies 

 

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed architecture for 

IDS functionalities in the IoT context, the proposed approach 

is compared with other existing approaches in literature.  

Relevant studies that are based on SDN and ML techniques 

for detection application are presented and summarized in 

Table 12. It can be observed that the proposed solution 

significantly improves the performance of the overall systems. 

The nature of the used dataset and the process of feature 

selection have contributed effectively to this improvement. 

However, due to time constraints, the integration of the 

proposed IDS in the SDN layer was not implemented in this 

study; however, it is anticipated to achieve higher levels of 

performance and accuracy. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this study, an SDN-based IoT anomaly IDS is proposed to 

detect abnormal behaviors and attacks in IoT systems. ToN-

IoT dataset is employed to analyze and evaluate the machine 

learning techniques implemented in the detection module. The 

obtained results demonstrate the detection accuracy of the five 

machine learning algorithms. Deployment of such system in 

SDN controllers improves the detection functionality by 

offering dynamic analysis and management processes. Future 

works include the implementation of the proposed system in 

SDN architecture, maximizing the detection coverage using 

combined traditional and ML-based IDS systems, in addition 

to investigating the possibility of zero-day detection and 

sophisticated multi-stage attacks using deep inspection of 

network traffic. 
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